Poles Apart
This term we will begin by
comparing and contrasting
the North and South Pole.
We will be little explorers
and find out which animals
live where! Do you know
where penguins live?

Dinosaurs!
We will travel back in time
to the land of the dinosaurs
to find out about these
majestic creatures from
the past. What dinosaurs do
you know?

Our Christian Values this term are
‘Perseverance’ and ‘Courage’ where
we will be learning about persevering
penguins and courageous lions! In
Terms 3 and 4 we will focus on,
‘Forgiveness and Compassion’,
through storytelling.

Time travellers unite!
Lets find out about
the ice ages and
animals that are now
extinct!

We find out how penguins
persevere through the
blizzards by sharing nonfiction and fiction texts e.g
Lost and Found, The
Emperor's Egg and Egg to
Penguin.

Where the Wild
Things Are!

Carrying on as little
explorers we will research
and discover animals that
live in hot tropical places
and how they adapt to their
environments. What do you
know about the word,
'Camouflage?'

Patterns
We will learn all about
What is your favourite
the global celebration of
pattern? Our Pattern day is on
Chinese New Year. We
Friday 4th February! How
will make and try spring
many patterns will you wear? rolls by reading and following
a recipe. This year is the
year of the tiger!

Chick This Out!
In Term 4 we explore farm
animals and discover old and
new farm machinery.

Our door is always open!
Thank you for your
continued support and
please remember that our
door is always open.
Kind regards,
The Reception Team

Poles Apart
Mathematics
We will continue to explore our
number bonds and subtraction
facts to 5 with Polar and jungle
number stories using 5s frames,
numicon and the number blocks
We will explore patterns in the
environment and create
repeating patterns on Elmer's
Pattern Day.

Expressive Arts and Design
We look at Henri Roussou's
'Tiger' and have a go at
disguising our own wild
animals!

Understanding the World
Time travellers unite!
Lets find out about the ice ages
and land of the dinosaurs to
discover animals that are now
extinct!

PSED
We find out how penguins
persevere through the
blizzards by sharing nonfiction and fiction texts e.g
Lost and Found, The
Emperor's Egg and Egg to
Penguin.

Where the Wild
Things Are!

Literacy
We will use a wealth of
fiction and non-fiction
texts to inspire our reading
and writing for a purpose
including lists, letters and
recounts.

Physical Development
We will follow a recipe to create
spring rolls for Chinese New Year
We will learn new preparation
and cutting skills and discover a
range of healthy vegetables.

Communication and Language
Our topic is an abundance of
story telling, exploration and
vocabulary that will weave
throughout the 7 areas of
learning.

Poles Apart
pole
Antarctica
Arctic
blubber
predator
adaptation
environment
climate
breeds
predict
continent

Where the Wild
Things Are!
equator
comparison
similarity
fierce
camouflage
habitat
rainforest
incubator
agriculture
plough
machinery

